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ABSTRACT 

Research concerning a desalting system which utilizes solar energy 

and separate components for evaporation and condensation has been conducted 

by The University of Arizona for the Office of Saline Water during the 

period from April 28 to October 28, 1962. While cost optimization has not 

been completed, equations have been developed for solar collector 

performance and specific productivity. Items of equipment, such as heat 

exchangers, packed towers, spray chambers, etc., have also received 

careful investigation. A model plant has been constructed and is presently 

being operated. 
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I. Introduction 

During the period from April 28 to October 28, 1962, research sponsored 

by the Office of Saline Water was conducted by The University of Arizona 

toward the development of a solar powered desalinization plant. The 

experimental plant, shown in figure 1, was constructed and is presently 

being operated to provide design data for detailed analysis. This report 

covers the design of this plant, the theoretical and actual performance, and 

suggested improvements. 

Past research efforts have indicated that developing a solar powered 

desalinization system to compete with fossil fueled systems for large-scale 

applications is a difficult problem, and to date one which has not been 

solved. The major effort expended using solar energy to solve the problem 

has been directed toward optimization and lowering of the cost of the 

conventional single-effect solar still. Such research has led to a clearer 

understanding of the physical process involved in such a unit and to a 

significant lowering of the cost of potable water produced by such methods. 

Unfortunately, projected cost figures (1) for water produced from a 

conventional still are not, in general, competitive for large-scale 

application. There are exceptions, of course, and it is possible that in 

areas of high fossil fuel cost or for some short term applications, the 

conventional solar still might well be the best solution. Nevertheless, it 

seems certain that if solar energy is to be used for general large scale 

desalinization, a method of utilization better than the conventional solar 

still must be developed. 

It has been suggested (2), (3) that a system in which the collection of 

the energy, evaporation of the brine, and condensation of the product water 

were separated might be a better system for utilizing solar energy than the 
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simple solar still. Such a system could operate multiple-effect, i.e., the 

energy may be reused in the evaporation process, thus reducing the collector 

area and possibly reducing the overall cost. However, others in the field 

have pointed out in detail (4), (5) the disadvantages of such a system. 

Three or four components are necessary instead of one and the total capital 

cost might be even greater than that of a conventional still. Further, 

additional power is required for fluid movement between the components so 

the operating cost would be greater than for a conventional still. 

The results of a basic micrometeorological heat balance study (6), 

conducted during the summer of 1960 by the Institute of Atmospheric Physics 

of The University of Arizona, indicated that by using a simple collector 

and a circulating air stream in a separate evaporator and condenser, it 

would be possible to develop an economical solar powered desalinization 

system for large-scale application. 

The first item in such a system is the collector. It is necessary 

that the collector provide energy at an equivalent fuel cost which is at 

least equal to, and preferably considerably less than, current fossil fuel 

cost. Further, the state of the energy, in this case its temperatures, 

3 

must be high enough that the auxiliary equipment can utilize it economically. 

Early in the investigation it was decided that a simple collector 

consisting of a shallow layer of water with a clear plastic film on the 

surface of the water for evaporation suppression would provide the most 

economical and desirable collector. This is the basic design under 

investigation and is the most economical unit for moderate collector 

temperatures if ambient winds are not high. However, for locations having 

high winds or for relatively high collector operating temperatures, multiple 
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glazing units are more desirable. As a result, two air-supported multiple 

glazing collectors have been constructed and are being tested along with 

the single glazing unit. In Appendix A, the mathematical derivation for 

4 

the operation of these collectors and the application of the derived 

equations for Tucson, Arizona climatological conditions are presented. In 

Appendix C, a breakdown of the equivalent fuel cost for the various units as 

a function of efficiency is presented. The conservative cost estimate for 

the single glazing unit shows a cost of 17¢ per million Btu at 50 percent 

efficiency and the optimistic cost estimate shows a cost of 5.8¢ per 

million Btu at 50 percent efficiency. The Office of Saline Water 

Standardized Cost Procedure (7) suggests a cost of 25¢ per million Btu for fuel 

and 55¢ per million Btu of steam. Thus, a solar collector of this type can 

provide energy considerably cheaper than fossil fuel. However, as can be 

seen from the equations in Appendix A, to obtain efficiencies greater than 

50 percent, it is necessary that the collector operate within specific 

temperature ranges which are generally below 200°F. 

Once it is established that solar collectors can provide energy within 

a given temperature range, at a cost considerably below the cost of fossil 

fuels, then it is necessary to develop and optimize auxiliary equipment 

which can utilize the low temperature energy economically. 

There are several forms of heat and mass transfer equipment which might 

be used for this application, and the experimental plant is equipped with 

various types which are being evaluated. 

II. Plant Description 

The experimental plant, shown in figure 1, presently consists of three 

solar collectors, a plane surface evaporator duct, a turbo-spray unit, a 
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packed tower, several tube and shell heat exchangers, two storage tanks and 

a cooling tower. The cooling tower serves as the heat sink and raw water 

supply for the system. Tucson tap water is used in the system. 

A. Solar Collectors 

Solar energy collectors have been used for many years and their 

general design and operation are well understood. Appendix A includes a 

derivation of solar collector equations applicable to this type. 

5 

Figures 1 and 2 show collector No. 1, a single glazing unit with an 

asphalt bottom. This unit illustrates the basic design and was used 

extensively during earlier investigations (2). Solar radiation is absorbed 

by the black bottom, which heats the water flowing _over it. The single clear 

plastic film resting on the water surface prevents evaporative losses. 

The plastic films used on the larger collectors (Nos. 1 and 2) are 

ultraviolet stabilized polyethylene. The more durable plastics, such as 

DuPont's Tedlar or Mylar, are not available in large enough widths to be of 

service, and heat sealing or the use of adhesives have not proved satisfactory. 

Reflection losses from the plastic films, such as Tedlar, have been found to 

be higher than the values presented in the literature (8), as illustrated by 

Table I. The reasons for the lower transmissivities have not yet been 

determined. 

It is interesting to note that transmission losses are less through 

a film supported directly on the water surface than those through a film 

supported in the air. This is due to the similar indices of refraction of 

plastic and water (9). 

Collectors No. 2 and 3, illustrated in figures 3 and 4, are double 

glazing units constructed with polyethylene and Tedlar, respectively. The 
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Table I. SOLAR RADIATION TRANSMISSION THROUGH PLASTIC FILMS 

Measured with a Normal Incidence Epply Pyroheliometer 
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Type of Thickness No. of Transmission 
Plastic mils Glazings Interface* percent 

(1) Tedlar 20 1 1 a-p-a 89-92 

Tedlar II 1 4 a-p-a 65-67 

Tedlar II 4 1 a-p-a 83-85 

Tedlar II 4 2 a-p-a 70-72 

Tedlar II 4 1 a-p-w 89-91 

(2) Polyethylene 6 1 a-p-a 74-77 

Polyethylene 6 2 a-p-a 58-60 

Polyethylene 6 1 a-p-w 83-85 

(3) Aclar 22B 5 1 a-p-a 67-69 

Aclar II 5 2 a-p-a 49-51 

Aclar 22A 2 1 a-p-a 90-92 

* a-air; p-plastic; w-water 

(1) Tedlar, Manufactured by E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, 
Delaware. 

(2) Polyethylene, Manufactured by Gering Plastics, Kenilworth, New Jersey. 

(3) Aclar, Manufactured by Allied Chemical, Morristown, New Jersey. 

air-supported second glazing reduces convective and radiative losses while 

increasing reflection losses. Double glazing units, although more expensive, 

are more efficient at high temperatures than single glazing units. 

Equivalent fuel costs allow a direct comparison of collector designs for 

various locations, and also permit an optimum combination of single and 



multiple glazing units for a given set of conditions. The equivalent fuel 

cost method also indicates when the use of solar collectors becomes 

impractical, unless supplemented by fossil fuels or other energy sources. 

B. Air-Water Contact Equipment 

8 

During earlier investigations, plane surface evaporators similar to 

the evaporator duct in the present system, were used for their simplicity 

and ease of operation. The present duct, shown in figures 1 and 5, provides 

one enthalpy transfer unit under normal operating conditions of 1,000 cfm air 

flow and 25 gpm water flow. The performance of such units may be analyzed 

by considering the air-water interface a plane surface and calculating heat 

and mass transfer coefficients in the usual manner (10). The liquid phase 

resistance may be neglected and results are usually reproducible, under 

steady state conditions, to within 5 percent. 

The use of a turbo-spray unit is being considered because of the 

large heat and mass transfer areas made available by the dispersion of 

liquid into fine droplets. 

The original design data supplied by the manufacturer (11) of the 

turbo-spray in figures 6 and 8 indicated that the unit would provide five 

equivalent counter-current transfer units under operating conditions. 

However, the manufacturer later presented new data which invalidated the 

original specification and predicted the unit would operate at about 1.0 

transfer units. In actual operation the unit has provided between 1.0 and 

1.5 transfer units. This small number of transfer units, in spite of the 

large surface area (the spray has a mean droplet diameter of 40 microns), can 

be explained by the lack of true counter-current action. Therefore, as 

discussed in the literature (12), it is likely that spray chambers will be 
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limited in application to those operations which require only a few transfer 

units. 

For applications requiring a large number of transfer units, a packed 

tower is considerably better than a similar spray unit (12). The packed 

tower used in these investigations, shown in figures 7 and 8, consists of a 

rectangular cross section vertical shell packed with Dow's Maspac FN-90, 

plastic tower packing. Despite various modifications of the original 

design, including liquid redistributors every five feet, rounded corners, 

and a liquid distribution system providing approximately 25 points per 

square foot, the tower operates at only 50 percent of the original design 

specifications, providing 3 transfer units. The present inefficiency may be 

due to the low ratio of tower diameter to packing size, even though the 

present ratio (8:1) is considered adequate by some authors (12). Investi

gations are now being conducted to determine the cause of the difference 

between predicted and actual performance. 

C. Heat Exchangers 

The heat exchangers, figures 8 and 9, consist of six shell and tube 

units of conventional design which provide five transfer units. Considerable 

effort has been directed toward the development of plastic film heat 

exchangers and over 1,000 square feet of experimental exchangers have been 

tested. The early units of this type used gravel to support the film and 

serve as turbulence promoters. While these units were fairly successful, 

channeling of the liquid was a problem and the units were bulky. Later 

models, figure 8, used wire mesh to support the film and were found more 

satisfactory. It may be shown that the strength of the wire used in these 

models is the limiting factor in determining the pressures which such a unit 
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will withstand. Four-mil Tedlar 20, FVF film, supported on one-inch square 

wire mesh will withstand pressures up to 128 psi (13). With smaller mesh 

sizes this figure becomes much higher. The major problem now under con

sideration in these investigations is the reduction of shell costs. The 

plastic film type of exchanger may also be utilized as a surface condenser, 

with brine flowing on one side of the film and condensation occurring on the 

other. 

D. Instrumentation and Associated Equipment 

Figure 10 illustrates the instrumentation facilities of the Solar 

Energy Laboratory. The bank of recorders to the left record the usual 

climatological parameters plus total and normal incidence solar radiation and 

net radiation. The digital print-out system to the right, nearing comple

tion, will automatically record the temperatures and flow rates throughout 

the experimental plant. This unit will eliminate some of the difficulties 

of 24-hour operation, provide more accurate instantaneous readings, and 

simplify the data analysis. 

The blowers in the system fulfill the functions of air circulation 

and inflation of the ballooned collector covers. The circulation blower 

(11) is powered by 220v A.C., 2 HP motor and is rated 2850 CFM at 3-inch 

water static pressure. The small inflation blowers (14) are powered by 

110v A.C., 1/70 HP and 6v D.C., 1/35 HP motors. These blowers have cutoff 

pressures of 0.57 and 0.6 inches of water, respectively. 

Centrifugal pumps are used for water circulation and are powered 

by 110v A.C., 3/4 HP motors and supply 30 gpm at 25 psi. 
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III. Plant Operation 

A. Present and Pro.iected Performance 

Figure 11 shows a flow diagram of the present experimental plant. 

This installation is of the four-component type, consisting of a solar 

collector, evaporator, condenser and heat exchangers, and operates with 

three discrete streams -- air, fresh water, and brine. While there are 

several operational alternates, e.g., the turbo-spray unit is used either as 

an evaporator or condenser, the one most commonly used will be described. 

Feed water is pumped from the cooling tower reservoir through 

the heat exchangers, where it is heated by the fresh water from the packed 

tower condenser; and to the solar collector, where it is further heated. 

This water is then circulated through the evaporator, consisting of the 

duct and turbo-spray unit, where it is cooled by a counter-current air 

stream. From the evaporator the water is returned to the cooling tower. 

The air stream is passed from the evaporator to the packed tower condenser 

where it is cooled by a counter-current fresh water stream. Fresh water 

condensed from the air stream causes a constant level reservoir at the base 

of the packed tower to overflow, and this overflow is collected as product 

water. The fresh water from the packed tower condenser is cooled in the 

heat exchangers by the incoming feed. 

The plant presently operates essentially as a single-effect unit, 

and the specific productivity is slightly above the productivity that would 

be obtained from a conventional solar still. Storage tanks are provided, 

which allow plant operation to be extended to a 24-hour basis, thus reducing 

equipment size. 
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It is planned to gradually increase the number of transfer units 

in the various components, thus increasing the specific productivity and 

testing the theoretical equations in Appendix B. Figures 12 and 13 

indicate the manner in which changes in the number of transfer units may 

be expected to affect the specific productivity for two different 

collector loadings. It is interesting to note that as the transfer units 

in the equipment approach infinity, specific productivity reaches a 

limiting maximum value, as shown in figure 14. When the number of heat 

exchange transfer units between the collector and atmosphere goes to zero 

17 

(or as the loading approaches infinity) the specific productivity approaches 

infinity. The economic optimum number of transfer units, collector loadings, 

and number of glazings will be determined for various locations as 

reliability of the various design data is verified. Figure 15 was prepared 

to indicate the manner in which variations in solar radiation may be 

expected to influence production from a typical plant under mean monthly 

Tucson conditions. 

For a large number of effects it is necessary, for design purposes, 

to bleed air periodically from the evaporator into the condenser, as 

illustrated in figures 16 and 17. While this feature will tend to reduce 

equipment size, it will also complicate the system, as air to water ratios 

should ideally be a function of temperature (see Appendix B) and the 

temperatures in the various components vary during a 24-hour period. 

B. Alternate Cycles and Equipment 

A possible alternate to the four-component cycle previously 

discussed is a three-component cycle consisting of an evaporator, solar 

collector, and a surface condenser. The surface condenser would replace the 
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condenser and heat exchanger of the four-component system and do away with 

the fresh water cycle. Condensation would occur on a solid surface, e.g., 

finned tubes, which would conduct the heat directly to the brine stream. In 

effect, this would mean that the temperature gradients split between the 

heat exchanger and condenser could be combined for a single item of 

equipment, providing larger driving forces for heat and mass transfer. 

While surface condensers are more expensive per unit area than either a 

water to water heat exchanger or a packed tower, the larger driving forces 

available to the surface condenser may reduce the overall cost. The 

surface condenser would also reduce piping and tend to simplify the system. 

The surface condenser alternate will be tested during these investigations. 

As previously pointed out, the present packed tower has failed to 

perform according to design specifications. Tests with Maspac FN-9O will 

be continued, but other commercial packings will also be investigated. One 

of these, plastic pall rings (15) in the two-inch size, has a packing 

factor near that of Maspac FN-9O and may be used in the same tower. 

The possibility of using another gas in the place of air in this 

system has been considered. For example, the diffusivity of water vapor in 

hydrogen is nearly four times that of its diffusivity in air. Other 

considerations, however, indicate that little benefit can be obtained through 

the substitution of another gas for air. 

IV. Future Work 

As indicated in Appendix B, the initial calculations for theoretical 

plant operation as a function of the number of transfer units in the 

auxiliary equipment have been completed. The number of transfer units in the 
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components of the experimental plant will be systematically increased to 

compare the plant production with the theoretical predicted production. At 

the same time, an economic analysis will be made of the various combinations. 

Investigations into alternates for the various components will be 

continued. This will include continuation of the development of thin 

plastic film heat exchangers. Such a unit might make the three-component 

system more desirable by significantly lowering the surface condenser cost. 

Meteorological investigations into possible large-scale site locations 

will be continued. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

The authors have attempted to conform with the standard symbols and 

nomenclature of Chemical Engineering, as given in Table 1 of Perry's 

"Chemical Engineer I s Handbook, 11 3rd Ed., McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., p. 3, 

1950. In the cases of the terms fb, s, and O , there are no standard 

symbols available. The symbol q refers to a heat flow rate per unit area. 

A Area, sq. ft.; Ac, of collector, and Ax, of heat exchanger. 

b Collector width, ft. 

cpw Specific heat of water or brine, Btu/lb-°F. 

cs Humid heat of air, Btu/lb-°F. 

Dt Total productivity of cycle, lb/hr. 

Ds Specific productivity of cycle as a solar still, gal/(sq. ft. of 

collector area)(day). 

27 

fb Factor relating to ground losses from the bottom of a solar collector, 

dimensionless. 

h Heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(sq. ft.)(hr)(°F); hr, radiative heat 

transfer coefficient; he, convective heat transfer coefficient; hrc> 

combined radiative and convective heat transfer coefficient; hi, heat 

transfer coefficient at brine-plastic and brine-bottom interface. 

i Enthalpy of air, Btu/lb. 

K Overall mass transfer coefficient, Btu/(sq. ft.)(hr)(unit 6i). 

Thermal conductivity of soil, Btu-ft/(sq. ft.)(hr)(°F). 

L Length, ft. 

m Slope of saturation curve on enthalpy-temperature diagram for air, 

di/dt, Btu/lb-°F. 
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I 
N0 Overall number of effects; N0 -- Uncorrected for sensible heat 

requirements of air. 

Nt Number of transfer units, dimensionless; Nte' of overall enthalpy 

transfer units in evaporator; Ntc' of overall enthalpy transfer units 

in condenser; Ntsc' of overall enthalpy transfer units in a surface 

condenser; Nth' of heat exchanger transfer units for losses from the 

solar collector; and Ntx' of heat exchanger transfer units. 

Q Total heat transferred, Btu/hr; Qte' total heat transferred in 

evaporator; and Qse, sensible heat transferred in evaporator to air 

stream. 
I 

q Heat flux; qs, solar radiation, Btu/(sq. ft.)(day); qs, solar 

radiation, Btu/(sq. ft.)(hr); qu, unreflected solar radiation, 

Btu/(sq. ft.)(hr). 

r Sample correlation coefficient. 

s Ratio of blowdown to brine flow through solar collector. 

t Temperature, °F; tb, of brine; tw, of fresh water; ts, apparent 

black body sky temperature; ta, of air; tf, of film or glazing; tc, 

of collector bottom; tg, effective ground temperature; te, effective 

temperature for collector cover losses; and t 1 , effective overall 

temperature for collector losses. 

U Overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(sq. ft.)(hr)(°F); Uc, of 

collector cover; Ub, of collector bottom; U0 , of entire collector; 

and Ux, of heat exchanger. 

w Mass flow rate, lb/hr; ww, of water; wb, of brine; and wa, of air. 

y Depth to constant soil temperature, ft. 



o< Overall absorptivity of collector bottom for solar radiation. 
C 

Collector loading, 'flfb/Ac' lb/(sq. ft. of collector)(hr). 

Efficiency of collector. 

Q Time factor, hr/day. 

Latent heat of vaporization of water, Btu/lb., 

vaporization of water, Btu/gal. 

I 
A, heat of 

29 
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APPENDIX A 

Derivation of Solar Collector Equation 

Consider a horizontal collector of length Land width b which has n 

glazings and a brine flow rate of wb pounds per hour. The solar 

radiation striking the toplnth)glazing is qs' Btu/(sq. ft.)(hr.) while the 

solar radiation absorbed by the black bottom is qu = D<. cqs'. Reflection 

and absorption losses may be calculated from data available in the 

literature (8), (16). Lengthwise conduction along the bottom will be 

neglected in this analysis and steady state conditions are assumed. 

An energy balance around a differential length segment of the bottom 

is given by: 
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(1) 

while a balance around the brine directly 

( ) cpwwbdtb + 
hi tc - tb = ---bdL 

above this segment is: 

(2) 

In considering convection and radiation losses from the top glazing, 

it is convenient to define an effective temperature (te) for cover losses, 

such that the apparent "sky temperature" (ts) and ambient air temperature 

(ta) are combined into a single term: 

t = hrts + hcta 
e hr+ he 

(3) 

With this modification an overall coefficient for losses from the cover may 

be written: 

1/Uc = 1/hi + 1/hrcl + 1/hrc2 + ••• + l/hrcn-1 + 1/(hr + he) (4) 

Equation (2) may now be expressed as: 

c wbdtb 
h1.(tc - tb) = pw + U (tb - t) bdL c e 

(5) 
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Solving for the bottom temperature from Eq. (1), substituting into Eq. (5), 

and rearranging: 

= [l + k /y] PW + {
C :wbdtb 

qu _ g bdL 
tb [Uc+ 1/(y/kg + 1/hi)] - Ucte 

- tg/(y/kg + 1/hi)J 

This expression is further simplified by defining: 

a factor relating to bottom losses, 

a coefficient for bottom losses, 

an overall coefficient for losses from the collector, 

and a new overall effective te~perature for losses, 

= Ucte + Ubtg 
t1 uo 

Expression (6) may now be written as: 

qu = fb [cp~:~dtb + Uo(tb - tL~ 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

This equation may be integrated over the entire length from tb2 to tb3 • The 

temperature subscripts are chosen for agreement with the overall production 

derivation given in Appendix B. The integrated expression is given by: 

= (12) 

The group wb/bL in the right side of equation (12) is of sufficient 

iIT.portance to the overall cycle performance to warrant a special designation: 
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= = 0 (13) 

It is interesting to note that the group is analogous to the 

conventional heat transfer unit used in the brine-to-fresh water heat 

exchanger, but here it represents a measure of the losses from the collector. 

Uo 
The group --v- will be replaced with the symbol Nth in the remainder of 

cpw 0 

the derivation. 

Defining the temperature rise across the collectors as 

6tbc = tb3 - tb2, the overall expression for the collector performance becomes: 

The collector efficiency may be expressed by 

= (15) 

A number of assumptions are necessary in order to apply these equations to 

actual conditions. For Tucson, the following values were used for the various 

parameters: 

This value was assumed constant for all collector 

loadings, despite the fact that it is known to vary with flow. Variations in 

the value of this coefficient due to free convection effects, roughness of the 

bottom and changes in depth, make the calculation of a different coefficient 

for various flows an uncertain refinement. 

k /y = 0.1 Btu/ft2-hr-°F g This value depends on such variables as soil 

moisture content, type of collector bottom, etc. The above coefficient is 

recommended by American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 

Inc. (17) for calculating the losses from basement floors. 
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t = 67°F g This corresponds to the mean ground water temperature in 

the Tucson area (17). 

he= 2.8 Btu/ft2-hr-°F This coefficient was calculated from the mean 

wind velocity in Tucson during 1961 as recorded at the Tucson airport, using 

Colburn's equation (18). 

h = 1.2 Btu/ft2-hr-°F r The actual value of the radiation coefficient 

is a function of the mean temperature and the emissivities involved. This 

value is taken as representative of the range. 

This coefficient also varies with the mean 

temperature and temperature differences. The value chosen is, in most 

instances, high. 

te = 30.75 + o.0184qs This equation results from a least squares fit 

of the effective temperature plotted against solar radiation. The effective 

black body sky temperature was calculated from the correlations of Bliss (19). 

Temperatures and relative humidity were taken from the records of the Tucson 

airport for 1961. Values were averaged over the 8-hour period of maximum 

solar intensity. 

(qu)l = -0.1 + o.0892qs (16) 

(qu)2 = 12.4 + o.0762qs (17) 

(qu)3 = -5.3 + o.0806qs (18) 

(qu)4 = -6.1 + 9.0778qs (19) 

These values of unreflected solar radiation for 1, 2, 3, and 4 glazings were 

calculated from 1961 monthly average solar radiation data, using Edlin's (8) 

correlations for the transmission of Tedlar, and Brice's data (16) for 

reflection from the black collector bottom. Hourly values of qu were 

averaged over the 8-hour period of maximum intensity and fitted against the 

total unreflected daily radiation. 
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The final collector equations are: 

1 glazing: 6t = [1 - EXP(-2.956/0)] [31.9 + 0.0477qs tb2] (20) 

2 glazings: 6t = [1 - EXP(-1.275/ O)] [43.2 + 0.0762qs tb2J (21) 

3 glazings: D,t = [1 - EXP(-0.840/ 0)] [28.8 + 0.0972qs - tb2] (22) 

4 glazings: 6t = [1 - EXP(-0.640/ 0)] [26.9 + 0.1220qs - tb2] (23) 

More accurate equations are presently being derived which consider 

variations in convective coefficients between glazings, the higher 

transmissivity of a plastic film resting directly on the water surface, and 

other factors. There are also significant variations between measured 

transmissivities and those given in the literature for Tedlar, as discussed 

in section II, which must be resolved before reliable cost figures for 

these collectors can be obtained. The equations given are considered 

reliable for preliminary analyses. The modifications suggested are 

necessary for accurate comparisons of single and multiple glazing units. 
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APPENDIX B 

Derivation of Productivity Expression 

The numerous assumptions and simplifications which are used to describe 

the operation of this system will be given at the point in analysis where 

they become necessary. The simplified flow diagram for the four-component 

cycle with 100 percent blowdown is shown in figure 18 •. 

Assuming steady state conditions, ww = wb, and D t < < wb, then 

(tb3 - tb4) = (tw2 - tw1> = (tb2 - tbl) = 6tbe 

The number of transfer units in the heat exchanger is given by: 

The temperature rise in the heater is, from equation (14): 

where 

and 

c2 = • [l - EXP(-Nth)] 

Combining Eqs. (24) and (14) 

tb4 = tb3 - 6tbe = cl + (l + c2)tbl + c2 .6tbe 

The evaporator and condenser provide direct contact between air and 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

water, and afford Nte and Ntc overall enthalpy transfer units. The overall 

transfer unit method proposed by Merkel (22) is used, rather than the more 

accurate two-film graphical method of Mickley as: 

1. Data for both liquid phase and gas phase transfer coefficients 
are not readily available for most types of air-water contact 
equipment; 
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2. If packed towers are used, the method of packing the tower 
can influence its capacity by more than 5 percent (21); 

3. If liquid and gas phase transfer coefficient data become 
available, the design may be refined by considering the 
change in slope on an enthalpy temperature equilibrium 
curve for air. 

When a portion of the air stream is bled from the evaporator to the 

condenser at proper intervals, such that ww/wa and wb/wa are always 

approximately equal tom, the slope of the saturation curve on an enthalpy 

temperature diagram, it may be demonstrated that the following 

approximation holds: 
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(27) 

Air bleeds allow maximum benefit to be obtained from the contacting 

equipment by avoiding unnecessarily low driving forces, and offer some 

reduction in equipment size. 

Combining equations (25) and (26): 

tb4 - twl = cl + (c2 - l/Ntx)~tbe + c2tbl 

Substituting equation (28) into (27) and rearranging: 

(28) 

(29) 

It may be sho~'ll, from Equations (29), (14) and (24), that the overall 

number of effects in this system, uncorrected for sensible heat 

requirements of the air stream, is given by 

I - 1 
No - 1/Ntx + 1/Nte + 1/Ntc (30) 

The total heat transferred in the evaporator and condenser is: 

(31) 
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The total sensible heat transferred to the air stream is approximately 

given by: 

(32) 

where the dimensionless ratio (cs/m) is the mean ratio of the humid heat to 

the slope of the enthalpy temperature saturation curve. In general, 

evaluation of this term at the mean of the brine and fresh water 

tereperatures in the evaporator and condenser, from figure 19, is 

sufficiently accurate for most purposes. The theoretical curve was 

calculated from data presented in Perry's Chemical Engineers' Handbook (22). 

The overall number of effects, corrected for the sensible heat 

requirements of the air stream, may be expressed as: 

[1 - (cs/m)] 

while the overall productivity of the cycle is given by 

Most solar distillers are rated according to their specific 

productivity, Ds, or the production per unit of collector area per day: 

(c5'm)] 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

where 9 is some time factor relating average conditions, used in most 

analyses, to daily conditions. A value of Q = 8-1/3 hr/day is sufficient 

for most purposes. The overall equation for specific productivity is then 

given by: 

Q cxc [l - EXP(-Nth)] [qs' - (U0 fb/o<c)(tbl - t 1 )] [l - (~)] 

/~ Nthfb [1 - EXP(-Nth) + 1/Ntx + 1/Nte + 1/Ntc] (36) 
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Also investigated was the possibility of mixing blowdown with the incoming 

brine feed to obtain higher operating temperatures. The derivation is similar 

to that for equation (36) and the final equation is given by: 

u fb C 
sQD<c[l-EXP(-Nth)] [qs' - C: (tbl - tL)] [l - (ms)] 

C 
Ds = ----f-,,-----------1--1---1--------1. (37) 

/\'Nthfb [l - (1-s)EXP(-Nth)] [N + N + N] + s[l - EXP(-Nth)] 
tx tc te 

wheres is the ratio of blowdown to the flow through the collector 

(wb). Note that at s = 1 equation (37) reduces to equation (36) and at s = 0 

the productivity becomes zero. This equation indicates that the collector 

efficiency is impaired by the higher temperatures occasioned by blowdown 

return, and that little, if any, increase in production could be achieved by 

this practice. 

Of further interest in these investigations is the substitution of a 

finned tube surface condenser for the direct contact condenser and brine-to

fresh water heat exchanger in the four component cycle. In such a case 

equation (37) may be modified by substituting the relationship: 

While the cost of an overall transfer unit is usually greater in the 

case of a surface condenser than the cost of either a direct contact 

(38) 

condenser transfer unit or a heat exchanger transfer unit, its cost may be 

less than their combined costs. When the simplification in piping, 

construction, and operation is considered, the use of a surface condenser 

becomes even more attractive. 

It should be emphasized that while the economic investigation of these 

systems has not been corr.pleted, due to significant differences in performance 

between actual operating equipment and that predicted from manufacturers' 

data, the equations given here should considerably simplify the economic 

optimization of these cycles. 



APPENDIX C 

Collector Costs 

Tables II and III present conservative and optimistic cost estimates, 

respectively, for equivalent fuel cost from a single glazing collector of 

the type illustrated in figure 2. These are merely preliminary estimates 

to indicate the range of cost to be expected. For the detailed plant 

analysis, actual construction costs will be available. 

41 
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Table II. COLLECTOR AND ENERGY COST ANALYSIS--CONSERVATIVE 

O. S. W. Standardized Procedure 

Single Glazing Collector 

(a) Land@ $1,000/acre 

(b) Grading and Site Preparation@ $2,000/acre 

(c) Curbs (10-ft wide collector with 4 in by 4 in 
precast concrete curbs)@ $0.13/ft 

(d) Bottom Liner (4-mil weatherable plastic film) 
@ $0.064/ft2 

(e) Single Weatherable Top Glazing (replaced every 
five years) 

(f) Piping and Miscellaneous (10% of b+c+d+e) 

PIE Principal Items of Collector Equipment 

(g) Erection and Assembly of Collector 
(30% of c+d+e+f) 

(h) Instruments (4% of PIE) 

Total Essential Collector Cost 

(i) Contingencies (10% of a-h) 

(j) Engineering (10% of a-i) 

(k) Interest on Investment during Construction 
(4% of a-j) 

Total Collector Investment 

Operating Cost Basis: 1 stream day 
330 operating days 

Cost per ft 2 

$ 0.023 

0.046 

0.026 

0.064 

0.064 

0.020 

$ 0.243 

0.052 

0.010 

$ 0.305 

0.031 

0.034 

0.015 

$ 0.385 

2 
Cost per ft 

per day of operation 

(1) Supplies and Maintenance Materials 
@ (1.5 x 10-5) (Total Collector Investment) -6 $ 5.78 X 10 



(m) Operating Labor (10% of 1 + amortization) 

(n) Maintenance Labor 
@ (1.5 x 10-5) (Total Collector Investment) 

(o) Payroll Extras (1.5 x 10·1)(mtn) 

Total Essential Operating Cost 

Other Operating Costs 

(p) 

(q) 

General Overhead and Administrative 
Overhead@ (30% of m+n+o) 

Amortization (Single Top_Glazing repla:~d 
five years)@ (7.19 x 10 5 + 4.29 x 10 ) 

(r) Taxes and Insurance 
@ (6 x 10-5) (Total Collector Investment) 

(s) Interest on ~~rking Capital 
@ (7.25 X 10 )(1-r) 

Total Operating Cost 
per stream day 

Energy Cost@ 2,000 Btu/ft2-day 

every 

Efficiency 

100% 
50% 
25% 

6 Cost/10 Btu 

$ 0.086 
0.17 
0.34 
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1.206 X 10-5 

5.78 X 10-6 

2.67 X 10-6 

-5 
$ 2.63 X 10 

6.15 X 10-6 

-4 
1.15 X 10 

2.31 X 10-5 

1.24 X 10 
-6 

$ 1.72 X 10-4 
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Table III. COLLECTOR AND ENERGY COST ANALYSIS--OPTIMISTIC 

0. S. W. Standardized Procedure 

Single Glazing Collector 

(a) Land@ $100/acre 

(b) Grading and Site Preparation@ $0.03/ft2 

(c) Curbs@ $0.13/ft1 on 20-ft wide collector 

(d) Bottom 6-mil polyethylene@ $0.009/ft2 

(e) Single Top 4-mil polye~hylene (replaced every 
two years)@ $0.009/ft 

(f) Piping and Miscellaneous 
(10% of b+c+d+e) 

Total PIE Principal Items of Collector 
Equipment 

(g) Erection and Assembly of Collector 
(30% of c+d+e+f) 

(h) Instruments (4% of PIE) 

Total Essential Collector Cost 

(i) Contingencies (10% of a-h) 

(j) Engineering (10% of a-i) 

(k) Interest on Investment during Construction 
(4% of a-j) 

Total Collector Investment 

Operating Costs Basis: 1 stream day 

Cost per ft 2 

$ 0.002 

0.030 

0.013 

0.009 

0.009 

0.006 

$ 0.072 

0.012 

0.003 

$ 0.087 

0.009 

0.010 

0.011 

$ 0.117 

330 operating days 

(1) Supplies and Maintenance Materials 
(1.5 x 10·5) (Total Collector Investment) 

2 Cost per ft 
per day of operation 

-6 $ 1. 76 X 10 



(m) Operating Labor (10% of 1 + amortization) 

(n) Maintenance Labor 
@ (1.5 x 10-5) (Total Collector Investment) 

(o) -1 Payroll Extras (1.5 x 10 )(mtn) 

Total Essential Operating Costs 

Other Operating Costs 

(p) General Overhead and Administrative 
Overhead@ (30% of mtn+o) 

(q) Amortization 
@ (24.19 X 10-6 + 14.40 X 10-6) 

(r} Taxes and Insurance 
@ (6 x 10-5) (Total Collector Investment) 

(s) Interest on Working Capital 
@ (7.25 X 10-3)(1-r) 

Total Operating Cost 
per stream day 

Energy Cost@ 2,000 Btu/ft2-day 

Efficiency 

100% 
50% 
25% 

$ 0.028 
0.056 
0.11 
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4.0 X 10-6 

1. 76 X 10-6 

-7 
8.64 X 10 

$ 8.38 X 10-6 

1.99 X 10-6 

86 X 10-5 
3. 

-6 7.02 X 10 

-7 4.10 X 10 

$ 5.64 X 10-5 
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